Some OUTER/WEATHER SUPPIES recommendations:
Highlighted items remain at school in your child's cubby

- 2 sets of well-fitting changes of clothes
- 2 pair of underwear
- 2-3 pair socks/ wool or smart wool recommended
- 1 water bottle
- woolen or silk under clothing- both tops and bottoms
- Rain boots/winter boots: Bogs are great because they double as both
- Rain Pants: overalls are best
- Rain Coat
- Rain Hat
- Rain gloves
- sunhat
- sunscreen/bug spray
- Creek/water shoes

For those staying in the AFTERNOON PROGRAM:
- 1 small pillow with pillow case
- 1 small blanket
- 1 cozy quiet friend for rest (only if your child requests that they come along...)

- For WINTER AND COLD WEATHER: (These you can bring at a later date)
  - Winter boots
  - Snow Pants
  - Winter Jacket
  - Winter hat
  - 2 pair of warm, water repellent winter gloves or mittens
  - Woolen/silk under clothing recommended daily